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Abstract. Knowledge management is rapidly becoming a key organizational capability for creating competitive advantage in the construction industry. The emergence of knowledge management in this capacity poses enormous challenges to executives of construction firms. This paper proposes a model for benchmarking those knowledge management practices of AEC firms that can guide and assist construction business executives in meeting these challenges. The proposed model incorporates benchmarking and knowledge management concepts with importance-performance analysis (IPA) maps. It is a simple visual tool that can provide powerful diagnostic information to executives of AEC firms by evaluating their firm’s knowledge management practices, identifying their firm’s comparative advantages and disadvantages with regard to each knowledge management practice, and setting priorities for managerial actions related to knowledge management practices that need improvement. A real-world case study is presented to illustrate the implementation and utility of the proposed model.
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1. Introduction

There is increasing recognition that knowledge management is a key organizational capability for creating and sustaining competitive advantage in today’s construction business environment (e.g., Kululanga, McCaffer 2001; Egbu 2004; Carrillo, Chinowsky 2006; Pathirage et al. 2007). This means that improving and enhancing this key organizational capability should be given high priority by business executives (Wen 2009) and construction management researchers. The process of improving this organizational capability begins with the understanding and evaluation of firm knowledge management practices. Performance measurement models provide construction business executives with meaningful tools and techniques for understanding and evaluating their knowledge management practices. These tools and techniques allow construction business executives to understand and evaluate and in turn improve their knowledge management practices.

Some construction management researchers (e.g., Kululanga, McCaffer 2001; Egbu 2004) have been involved in developing performance measurement models for evaluating knowledge management practices at Architectural Engineering and Construction (AEC) firms. Despite the fact that these models represent an important milestone in the measurement and evaluation of knowledge management practices at AEC firms, the utility of such models is severely limited due to the exclusion of the competitive environments (Chen et al. 2009) in which AEC firms operate. This limitation of previously presented models for evaluating the knowledge management practices of construction firms (e.g., Kululanga, 2001; Egbu 2004) can be overcome using a benchmarking approach. Benchmarking is one of the most powerful performance modeling approaches that enables firms to include competitive dynamics in the evaluation process. It has been a popular performance modeling approach in the construction management literature. Benchmarking has been used for evaluating the success of selected design and build projects (Lam et al. 2004), improving total quality management initiatives at AEC firms (Sommerville, Robertson 2000), assessing construction safety management programs (Fang et al. 2004), and improving project management performance (Luu et al. 2008). However, the prospect of evaluating the knowledge management practices of AEC firms using a benchmarking approach remains relatively unexplored.

The paper presented herein focuses on this relatively unexplored research area. It presents a simple framework for evaluating the knowledge management performance of AEC firms. The proposed framework is a synthesis of benchmarking (Camp 1989), knowledge management models (Gold et al. 2001; Lee, Choi 2003) and importance-performance analysis (IPA) maps (Martilla, James 1977; Wu, Shieh 2009).

The main objectives of the proposed framework are: (1) to assist executives at construction firms in identifying basic knowledge management practices; (2) to pro-
vide a foundation on which systems and processes intended to create effective knowledge management practices can be built, and (3) to provide executives of construction firms with an internal reporting tool to use to evaluate and benchmark their firm’s knowledge management practices.

2. Benchmarking

Benchmarking is one of the most powerful performance modeling approaches. It provides a systematic framework for identifying, classifying, and evaluating firms’ processes, activities and performances. The primary objective of benchmarking is continuous improvement through observing the activities of other firms (Camp 1989). Different types of benchmarking have been proposed in the literature. Spendolini (1992) classifies benchmarking into three major types: (1) internal; (2) competitive; (3) generic. Internal benchmarking involves a firm’s efforts to explore and analyze best practices within its departments and functions and to transplant uncovered best practices to other departments and functions. Competitive benchmarking involves a firm’s efforts to analyze the best practices of its rivals and to imitate discovered best practices in its operations and activities. Generic benchmarking refers to a firm’s efforts to explore the best practices of firms other than its rivals that are operating in the same industry or even firms operating in other industries. Competitive benchmarking has been one of the most commonly used benchmarking types in the literature. Competitive benchmarking is commonly carried out by completing a number of tasks. The basic tasks of competitive benchmarking include the following: (1) identifying what is to be benchmarked; (2) developing a benchmarking model; (3) selecting rival firm(s) to be used in benchmarking (i.e., comparative firms); (4) collecting data for benchmarking; (5) analyzing data for benchmarking; (6) presenting conclusions and recommendations regarding practices that need improvement (e.g., Camp 1989). The following section addresses the first task of competitive benchmarking. It presents a succinct review of the knowledge management literature.

3. Knowledge management

The concept of knowledge management has been at centre stage in the management literature for more than a decade. Knowledge management refers to the creation and subsequent management of an environment that encourages knowledge to be created, shared, learned and organized for the benefit of the firm (Sarrafzadeh et al. 2003). The earliest research studies on knowledge management have been predominantly driven by technical perspective (i.e., information systems – IS). Technical perspective primarily focuses on technical aspects (i.e., processes, tasks, and technology) of knowledge management. Subsequent recent research studies have shifted their focus from technical aspects of knowledge management to social aspects (i.e., relationships among people, attributes of people, reward systems, and authority structures) of knowledge management. The contemporary research studies on knowledge management (e.g., Lee, Choi 2003; Chuang 2004) build on the social-technical perspective (i.e., a synthesis of the social and technical perspectives). The central goal of these research studies has been to identify the primary knowledge management practices, and those that have emerged include: (1) knowledge management processes and (2) knowledge management enablers. The term knowledge management processes refers to the acquisition (i.e., capturing knowledge), conversion (i.e., making captured knowledge available), application (i.e., degree to which knowledge is useful), and protection (i.e., security of the knowledge) of knowledge (Gold et al. 2001). The knowledge acquisition process involves searching for and finding entirely new knowledge or creating new knowledge out of existing knowledge through collaboration. The knowledge application process involves the utilization of knowledge to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of activities and operations. The knowledge conversion process involves the transfer of knowledge among social actors (i.e., groups and individuals). The knowledge protection process involves securing knowledge from inappropriate and illegal use or theft.

The term knowledge management enablers refers to the organizational mechanisms that stimulate creating and developing knowledge within an organization and also facilitate its sharing, diffusion and protection (Lee, Choi 2003; Yeh et al. 2006). They provide a foundation on which effective knowledge management can be built. Chuang (2004) decomposes knowledge management enablers into two groups: (1) technical knowledge management enablers and (2) social knowledge management enablers. Technical knowledge enablers include a number of information and communication technologies (ICT) such as data processing, storage, communication, and management information systems used by the firm to support and enhance the creation, storage/retrieval, transfer, application, and sharing of organizational knowledge. Information and communication technologies constitute the technical infrastructure that enables firms to (1) facilitate the rapid collection, storage, and exchange of knowledge; (2) integrate fragmented flows of knowledge; (3) create new knowledge. Information and communication technologies create an interconnected environment that integrates and enhances the volume of knowledge flows originating from different phases of the construction process, department/units and locations. This interconnected environment enables a construction firm to (1) improve collaboration and teamwork; (2) intensify and expand interactions among its social actors (i.e., employees and departments/units); (3) overcome time and geographic location constraints in communication and coordination; (4) improve the creation, search for, accumulation and diffusion of organizational knowledge; (5) facilitate the storage, arrangement and sharing of organizational knowledge; (6) increase transmission and response speed in business and construction operations by organizing organizational knowledge and making it available whenever and wherever it is needed in the firm (Tseng 2008).
The term social knowledge management enablers refers to the sum of the actual and potential resources available that derive from the relationships and interactions of social actors (i.e., individual, department and firm) (Nahapiet, Ghoshal 1998). Some scholars (e.g., Gold et al. 2001; Chuang 2004) view social knowledge management enablers as the social infrastructure that positively influences knowledge management effectiveness and decomposes it into two components: (1) organizational culture and (2) organizational structure. Organizational culture includes a set of values, norms, beliefs, expectations, and assumptions that are widely shared in an organization (Huber 2001). Drucker et al. (1996) consider organizational culture as the “corporate glue” that binds social actors to the goals and objectives of the organization. This corporate glue informally shapes the values, assumptions, beliefs, and behaviors of the social actors that can encourage or impede the creation, sharing and diffusion of organizational knowledge. Previous research studies (e.g., Chen, Huang 2007; Nayir, Uzunçarsili 2008) have suggested that openness, mutual trust, and collaboration are the three essential components of organizational culture that influence knowledge management activities. A sense of openness in an organization enhances social interactions among social actors and in turn motivates social actors to share their ideas, insights, and knowledge. It eliminates barriers to effective knowledge exchange and even facilitates substantial and influential knowledge exchange among employees. A sense of strong mutual trust increases the commitment of social actors to common goals and reduces their fears. Finally, a sense of strong collaboration creates an environment wherein social actors willingly cooperate with each other instead of simply working together because they are forced to do so. Such an environment encourages social actors to discuss their work with other colleagues and to ask others for assistance when needed, and it leads to high levels of participation in the processes of capturing and transferring knowledge.

Organizational structure can be considered a social architecture of roles and flows of authority, work materials, information, and decision-making processes that make up an organization (Pennings 1992). It provides a social framework for the transformation of inputs (i.e., human, capital, physical and knowledge resources) into outputs (i.e., contracting services, constructed facility). This social framework formally shapes the behaviors of social actors and acts as an information and knowledge filter that can limit what a social actor sees in its operating environment (Claver-Cortés et al. 2007), and influence how a social actor perceives and interprets its environment. Therefore, organizational structure can facilitate or inhibit knowledge management behaviors and in turn knowledge management performance. Some researchers (Chuang 2004; Claver-Cortés et al. 2007) argue that competing in today’s business environment requires an organizational structure that: (1) encourages sharing and collaboration with regard to knowledge across boundaries; (2) motivates and rewards employees to create and share their knowledge; (3) facilitates the creation and the discovery of new knowledge; (4) promotes collective rather than individualist behavior, and (5) enables knowledge exchange between social actors to solve new problems, and facilitates creation, utilizing diffusion and sharing organizational knowledge.

4. Knowledge management and AEC firms

Knowledge management has emerged as a key organizational capability that provides a systematic framework that AEC firms can use to foster, develop, and capitalize on its most valuable resource, which is knowledge. The main driving force behind the emergence of knowledge management as a key organizational capability for AEC firms can be better explained by reviewing the industry context in which AEC firms operate. This context is characterized as project-based, knowledge-intensive, demand-driven, and fragmented. Each project is a unique solution to a specific design problem (Zavadskas et al. 2010) reflecting the needs of a client. AEC firms develop abstract solutions to design problems and then transform the solutions into physical reality. This process is a knowledge-intensive process that requires the generation and processing of enormous volumes of information and knowledge. For the most part, the knowledge requirements for a construction project are dynamic processes that change from one project to another. The changes are necessary because each project requires its own design and generates new production problems regarding the integration and coordination of the outputs of specialized groups that conduct interdependent tasks. The demand for the AEC industry’s products/services commonly takes the form of pre-demand purchase (i.e., before the construction project has begun). The client of the AEC industry commonly initiates the construction project, which is then conducted by a temporary alliance of autonomous and heterogeneous organizations called Temporary Multi-Organizations (TMOs). Each independent member of a TMO (i.e., architects, engineers, construction material vendors, general contractors, and sub-contractors) conducts interdependent and specialized tasks for achieving the objectives of the project. The process of meeting the needs and requirements of the client is composed of a series of interdependent sub-processes (i.e., different phases of a project). Autonomous and heterogeneous AEC firms are involved in each sub-process. The presence of a series of interdependent sub-processes (e.g., conception, design, and construction) leads to vertical fragmentation, whereas the involvement of autonomous and heterogeneous AEC firms to conduct interdependent tasks in each sub-process causes horizontal fragmentation (i.e., different specialists involved in a project). Both horizontal fragmentation and vertical fragmentation commonly act as a barrier for sharing and distributing knowledge among autonomous and heterogeneous members of the TMO. Ensuring efficient and effective flow of knowledge among members of the TMO is the key factor for achieving the objectives of project. Furthermore, AEC firms that are involved in TMOs rely extensively on knowledge accumulated from previous projects, but,
eventually, a TMO disbands when the project is completed without sharing, discussing, or disseminating valuable knowledge that was accumulated during the project (Carillo, Anumba 2002). As a result, such valuable knowledge is commonly lost. Capturing accumulated knowledge from previous projects is essential if AEC firms expect to meet the needs of their clients in future projects.

There is overwhelming anecdotal and empirical evidence (e.g., Chuang 2004; Claver-Cortés et al. 2007) that knowledge management practices present significant potential benefits to construction firms. These potential benefits can be at the project level and firm level. Project-level benefits include: (1) introducing innovative construction methods and contracting services; (2) improving coordination and communication among project participants; (3) reducing the cost of operations and processes; (4) improving timelines for construction operations and processes; (5) enhancing the quality of contracting services and constructed facilities; (6) sharing best practices, lessons learned, techniques and processes for construction operations and their management; (7) increasing client satisfaction. On the other hand, the firm-level benefits of knowledge management practices include: (1) improving overall firm performance; (2) creating and sustaining competitive advantage; (3) identifying opportunities for new construction projects and markets; (4) developing consciousness within the firm about the idea that knowledge assets do matter. A construction firm’s ability to capture these potential benefits of knowledge management practices depends upon the effectiveness of its knowledge management practices. Therefore, it is essential for construction firms to evaluate and benchmark their knowledge management practices by developing or adopting a benchmarking model.

5. Model development

The knowledge management benchmarking model proposed in this paper builds on the concepts that have been set forth by knowledge management (e.g., Gold et al. 2001; Lee, Choi 2003) and on importance-performance analysis maps (Martilla, James 1977). It involves a four-step procedure for benchmarking the knowledge management practices of construction firms. These steps are as follows: Step 1. Identifying evaluation criteria for the construction firms; Step 2. Rating the knowledge management practices of construction firms; Step 3. Determining the importance weights of knowledge management practices; Step 4. Constructing a confidence interval-based importance-performance analysis (CI-IPA) map for the benchmarked firm(s).

Step 1. Selecting knowledge management practices for benchmarking

The first step in evaluating the knowledge management practices of construction firms is selecting the knowledge management practices (C) (i = 1, 2,...,h) that will be used during the benchmarking process. Different knowledge management models (e.g., Gold et al. 2001; Lee, Choi 2003) have been set forth in literature. The preceding section reveals that the most important knowledge management practices (C) that influence a firm’s knowledge management performance include organizational culture (C1), organizational structure (C2), information and communication technology (C3), knowledge acquisition (C4), knowledge conversion (C5), knowledge application (C6), and knowledge protection (C7) (see Table 1).

Table 1. Knowledge management practices (C)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria (Ci)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Organizational Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Organizational Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Information and Communication Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>Knowledge Acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>Knowledge Conversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>Knowledge Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>Knowledge Protection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 2. Rating Knowledge Management Practices of Construction Firms

The second step is rating the knowledge management practices (C) of construction firms. A construction firm’s knowledge management practices can be evaluated using a two-stage process: (1) developing a set of multi-item scales for measuring each knowledge management practice (C) and (2) rating the construction firm’s level of achievement with regard to each item using Likert-type scales. Using multi-item scales to measure each knowledge management practice enhances the reliability of the rating process. The questionnaire survey method can be used to collect data on construction firms’ performance ratings for knowledge management practices.

The performance rating of ith knowledge management practice (Riq) for construction firm q (q = 1, 2,...,N) can be derived from the following formula:

\[ R_{i,q} = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{j=1}^{k} r_{j} \]  

where \( r_{j} (j = 1, 2,...,k) \) is the achievement level for the ith item measuring the performance of knowledge management practice \( R_{iq} \), \( k \) is the number of items used to measure the performance of ith knowledge management practice, and \( N \) is number of construction firms participated in survey.

Step 3. Deriving the importance weights of knowledge management practices

The third step involves identifying the importance weight of each knowledge management practice (Wi). The most common approach used in determining the importance of a criterion is the use of linguistic variables (e.g., low importance, moderate importance, very strong importance) (e.g., Kale 2009; Plebankiewicz 2009). The importance weight of ith knowledge management practice (Wi) can be derived using the following formula:

\[ W_{i} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{q=1}^{N} w_{i,q} \]
where \( w_{i,q} \) is the importance weight assigned to \( i \)th knowledge management practice by an evaluator from construction firm \( q \) (\( q = 1, 2, \ldots, N \)).

**Step 4. Constructing the Confidence Interval-Based Importance-Performance Analysis (CI-IPA) Map**

The fourth step in evaluating knowledge management practices is creating the Confidence Interval-Based Importance-Performance Analysis (CI-IPA) map for the case firm (i.e., the firm to be benchmarked) (Fig. 1) Confidence Interval-Based Importance-Performance Analysis is an extension of the Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA) map originally proposed by Martilla and James (1977). It incorporates the concept of confidence intervals and competitive dynamics into the IPA map (e.g., Dolinsky 1991; Wu, Shieh 2009). Constructing the CI-IPA map involves a two-stage process. The first stage involves: (1) computing the mean performance ratings of construction firms (\( \bar{R} \)) (i.e., industry average performance ratings) and the mean importance weights of knowledge management practices (\( \bar{W} \)) (i.e., the grand mean of importance weights); (2) selecting the confidence level (1–\( \alpha \)); (3) computing the lower [\( \text{UB}_{i,\alpha} \)] and upper [\( \text{LB}_{i,\alpha} \)] bounds of confidence interval [\( [\text{CI}_{i,\alpha}] \)] of the mean performance ratings of the construction firms (\( \bar{R} \)) for the selected confidence level (1–\( \alpha \)). Mean importance weights (i.e., grand mean) of knowledge management practices can be computed using the following formula:

\[
\bar{W} = \frac{1}{h} \sum_{i=1}^{h} W_i ,
\]

where \( h \) is the number of criteria used in performance evaluation.

Mean performance ratings (i.e., industry average or grand mean) for knowledge management practices at the construction firms that participated in the evaluation process can be computed by using Eq. (4):

\[
\bar{R} = \frac{1}{h} \sum_{i=1}^{h} R_i ,
\]

\[
R_i = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{i,q} ,
\]

where \( R_i \) represents the mean performance rating of \( i \)th knowledge management practice.

The confidence interval (CI) of the mean performance rating for a desired confidence level (1–\( \alpha \)) can be defined as follows:

\[
\text{CI}_{(1-\alpha),R} = \bar{R} \pm Z_{\alpha/2} \frac{\bar{S}}{\sqrt{N}} ,
\]

\[
\bar{S} = \frac{1}{h} \sum_{i=1}^{h} \sigma_i ,
\]

where \( \bar{S} \) is the pooled sample standard deviation estimate of the performance rating, \( \sigma_i \) is the standard deviation of the performance rating of the \( i \)th knowledge management practice, and \( Z \) is the tabulated value at \( \alpha/2 \). The tabulated \( Z \) value can be found in statistics books. The second stage of constructing a CI-IPA map is to select the construction firm to be benchmarked (i.e., case firm). The CI-IPA map provides important insights for prioritizing and developing action plans for improving the knowledge management practices of the case firm (Fig. 1). The horizontal and vertical axes of the CI-IPA map are the importance weight of knowledge management practices and the performance ratings of the case firm (i.e., \( q \)th construction firm), respectively. The horizontal axis of the CI-IPA map (i.e., \( x \)-axis) was divided into three areas by drawing two perpendicular lines. The first perpendicular line represents the lower bound of the selected confidence interval of the mean of the performance ratings (\( \text{LB}_{(1-\alpha),R} \)). The second perpendicular line represents the upper bound of the confidence interval of the mean of the performance ratings (\( \text{UB}_{(1-\alpha),R} \)) for the selected confidence level (1–\( \alpha \)). The vertical axis of the CI-IPA map (i.e., the \( y \)-axis) was divided into two areas by drawing a perpendicular line representing the grand mean of importance weights of knowledge management practices (\( \bar{W} \)).

The CI-IPA map consists of six cells (Fig. 1). Each of the cells is a combination of importance weights (\( W_i \)) and performance ratings for knowledge management practices (\( R_i \)). The labeling of the cells is based on Dolinsky’s (1991) study, which intuitively incorporates the competitive dynamic into conventional importance and performance analysis (IPA) map.

**Cell I – Competitive disadvantage zone.** This represents the knowledge management practices that are the construction firm’s major weakness(es). Each knowledge management practice located in this zone needs immediate corrective action because it has relatively high importance but the case firm performs lower than the industry average. Therefore, the construction firm should focus on improving each knowledge management practice located in this zone.
Cell II – Head-to-head competition zone. This zone points to knowledge management practice(s) for which the case firm performs very close to the industry average. The case firm does not have a distinct advantage over its rivals with regard to the knowledge management practice(s) located in this zone. The case firm is facing intense competition with regard to this knowledge management practice. However, each knowledge management practice located in this zone is of moderate importance. Therefore, the case firm should closely monitor knowledge management practices located in this zone.

Cell III – Competitive advantage zone. This zone includes knowledge management practice(s) that are of high importance and where the case firm performs higher than the industry average. Therefore, each of the knowledge management practices located in this zone can be considered a major strength for the case firm. Cell III indicates knowledge management practices that can be a source of competitive advantage for the case firm. Therefore, the construction firm should maintain its position on each knowledge management practice located in this zone.

Cell IV – Null advantage zone. This zone features knowledge management practices that have relatively low importance and where the case firm performs lower than the industry average.

Cell V – False competition zone. This zone includes knowledge management practices that need no immediate action. Each of the knowledge management practices located in this zone should be closely monitored because a change in the relative importance of this knowledge management practice could turn it into a major weakness and in turn a competitive disadvantage for the case firm.

Cell VI – False advantage zone. This zone includes knowledge management practices that the case firm performs better than its rivals but for which high performance does not imply competitive advantage for the case firm over its rivals because the knowledge practice located in this zone is of relatively low importance. Therefore, the case firm should consider re-organizing or re-structuring the knowledge management practice located in this zone and directing its efforts and resources to the other knowledge management practices that need improvement.

6. Model application

The application of the performance evaluation model proposed in the preceding section was carried out in three phases: (1) collecting data on the performance ratings of knowledge management practices \( R_i \) and importance weights of knowledge management practices \( W_i \) of construction firms; (2) selecting a construction firm to be benchmarked (i.e., the case firm), and (3) creating a CI-IPA map for the knowledge management practices of the selected construction firm (i.e., the case firm).

Sample and Data Collection

Previous research studies have suggested that firm size can have overarching implications on knowledge management activities (e.g., Chen, Mohammed 2007) and that the number of employees can be used as a proxy for measuring the size of AEC firms (e.g., Kale, Arditi 2003). In light of these suggestions, a sample of 300 construction firms that have more than 20 employees was constructed using directories and online databases to illustrate the application of the proposed model. Different formal and informal communication channels were used to reach these construction firms and request their participation in the survey. The final sample size \( N \) used in the benchmarking decreased from 300 to 105 construction firms because some of the construction firms could not be contacted, some others declined to participate, and still others agreed to participate but failed to provide the requested information in a timely or complete manner. The effective rate of return for the survey was 35%. This rate of return compares well with previous research studies of knowledge management in AEC firms (e.g., Y. C. Lin, L. K. Lin 2006; Chen, Mohammed 2007). Table 2 presents demographic information for the participating firms. The key informants who participated in the application of the proposed model were top executives at construction firms such as presidents, vice presidents or chief executive officers. These individuals were considered to be the most knowledgeable persons regarding their firm’s knowledge management practice ratings and the importance of each knowledge management practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm Size</th>
<th>Number of Firms</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20–40</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–60</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61–100</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101–200</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201–500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 500</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm Age</th>
<th>Number of Firms</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11–20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31–40</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–50</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A questionnaire entitled Knowledge Management Benchmarking Instrument (KMB-I) was prepared based on a succinct review of previous research studies on knowledge management (e.g., Gold et al. 2001; Lee, Choi 2003). KMB-I consists of three parts. The first part of the KMB-I includes a series of open-ended questions that solicit demographic information on the surveyed construction firms. The second part of KMB-I includes a set of items for evaluating construction firms’ knowledge management practices \( R_i \). On the second part of the evaluation form, the respondents were instructed to rate the extent to which they agreed with each item on a seven-point Likert type scale that ranged from “1 = strongly disagree” to “7 = strongly agree”. Items used for measuring knowledge management practices \( R_i \) were taken from Gold et al. (2001) study. The wording of the items was slightly modified to adapt them to the construction...
A construction firm was selected as the case firm (i.e. the firm to be benchmarked) in this study to illustrate the use of the proposed model, which is a common research approach that has been used in previous performance measurement modeling studies in the construction management domain (e.g., Kale 2009; Tupenaite et al. 2010). The case firm is based in Istanbul, Turkey. It has more than 200 full-time employees. Its turnover was over $225 million in 2010. It generally undertakes infrastructure and general building projects. The performance ratings of the case firm ($R_{pq}$) are presented in Table 3. The case firm’s organization culture has the highest performance rating ($R_{pq} = 5.80$), whereas its knowledge acquisition process has the lowest performance rating ($R_{kq} = 4.86$).

The CI-IPA map for the case firm (i.e., construction firm $q$) is presented in Fig. 2. A visual inspection of the CI-IPA map of the case firm indicates several important issues. First, the knowledge acquisition process ($C_{kq}$) of the case firm is located in the competitive disadvantage zone (i.e., Cell I). The case firm’s performance rating for the knowledge acquisition process ($R_{kq} = 4.86$) is well below the industry average performance rating ($R_k = 5.70$). However, the knowledge acquisition process has the third highest importance weight ($W_k = 5.69$). It is the highest priority for immediate managerial action. Therefore, the case firm should immediately develop a managerial action plan for improving its knowledge acquisition process.
Second, information and communication technology ($C_{3,p}$), the knowledge conversion process ($C_{3,q}$) and the knowledge application ($C_{3,q}$) of the case firm are located in the head-to-head competition zone (i.e., Cell II). The case firm should adopt a dual focus approach for knowledge management practices located in this zone. A dual focus approach implies improving the performance ratings of knowledge management practices located in the head-to-head competition zone (Cell II) to move them to the competitive advantage zone (Cell III) while closely monitoring their importance weights and performance ratings. Therefore, the case firm should seek the means to turn them into sources of competitive advantage. The highest priorities for managerial actions should be the knowledge application process ($C_{3,q}$) and information and communication technology ($C_{3,p}$) because they have the second and third highest importance weights, respectively. The case firm should closely monitor its performance rating for the knowledge conversion process ($C_{3,q}$) because its performance rating for this knowledge management practice is marginally higher than the lower bound ($LB_{0.95} = 5.20$) in the 95% confidence interval of mean of the performance ratings. Therefore, a slight increase in performance rating could move this competence into the competitive advantage zone (i.e., Cell I). The case firm should also closely monitor the knowledge conversion process because its importance weight ($W_3 = 5.62$) is slightly bigger than the grand mean importance weight ($W = 5.60$). A slight increase in the grand mean importance weight can move the knowledge conversion process to the false competition zone (Cell V). Therefore, the case firm should closely monitor its knowledge conversion process. Third, the organizational culture ($C_{4,p}$) of the case firm is located in the competitive advantage zone (Cell III). It is a major strength of the case firm ($R_{3,p} = 5.80$). It appears that the organizational culture of the case firm creates a supportive environment for its employees to use to engage in knowledge management activities. Therefore, the case firm should maintain its good performance in the area of this knowledge management practice. Fourth, the knowledge protection process ($C_{5,p}$) of the case firm is located in the null advantage zone (Cell IV). The case firm performs poorly with regard to this knowledge management practice. However, the knowledge protection process exhibits the second lowest degree of importance ($W_5 = 5.51$). Therefore, it is a relatively low priority for managerial action. Fifth, the organization structure ($C_{4,q}$) of the case firm is located in the false advantage zone (i.e., Cell VI). The case firm’s performance rating for this knowledge management practice ($R_{3,q} = 5.64$) is marginally higher than the upper bound ($UB_{0.95} = 5.55$) of the 95% confidence interval of the mean performance ratings. However, organization structure has the lowest relative importance ($W_5 = 5.27$). Therefore, it presents a false advantage for the case firm.

The results of the proposed model were presented to the executives of the case firm. The feedback received from the executives of the firm provided some support for the utility and validity of the proposed model. In the light of the diagnostic information provided by the proposed model, the case firm is considering to initiate a managerial action plan for improving its knowledge acquisition process.

7. Conclusions and implications

There is increasing recognition that knowledge management is a key organizational capability for AEC firms in today’s business environment. Therefore, AEC firms should develop or adopt models, tools, and techniques that can enable them to benchmark and improve their knowledge management practices. The research presented here proposes a benchmarking model to address these issues. It builds on concepts set forth by benchmarking and knowledge management models and importance-performance analysis maps.

The model proposed in this paper is a simple visual tool that can be easily used by construction business executives but is capable of presenting powerful diagnostic information on AEC firms’ knowledge management practices. It has several practical implications for AEC firms. First, the proposed model can be used by AEC firms as an internal performance measurement tool for evaluating knowledge management practices. Second, it derives the importance weights of knowledge management practices by surveying a sample of construction firms. Importance weights for knowledge management practices can be used by construction firms to evaluate and benchmark their knowledge management practices. Third, the proposed model brings competitive dynamics into the realm of performance evaluation. Therefore, it can provide structural guidance to AEC firms in identifying knowledge management practices that can be sources of competitive advantage or disadvantage. Fourth, the proposed model can guide AEC firms in developing priorities for managerial action plans and interventions for knowledge management practices that need immediate improvement. Furthermore, the proposed model can assist construction business executives in pinpointing those areas that need improvement if they are to succeed in the future. Finally, the proposed model can be used by AEC firms to identify areas of wasted efforts and/or overinvestment keeping in mind that AEC firms, like other firms, have limited resources (i.e., financial, human, time, and knowledge) and that the effective and efficient use of resources is the key to outperforming rivals.

The CI-IPA map presented in this paper is based on the perceptions of Turkish construction business executives. AEC firms operating in the Turkish construction industry can measure their knowledge management practices by using computed importance weights and industry average performance ratings and construct their own CI-IPA maps. It should be noted that AEC firms operating in other parts of the world can also benefit from using computed importance weights and industry average performance ratings for knowledge management practices in...
constructing their confidence interval-based importance-performance analysis maps. However, values for importance weights and industry average performance ratings for knowledge management practices should be used with caution because they can vary from country to country.
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